STANDARD REGISTER

ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION

Robotics and Automation
for Molders
Are you looking for a way to utilize in-mold labeling on
more of your equipment? Do you want to expand your
private label opportunities using machinery that is
currently not automated? Do you need accurate,
repeatable placement of in-mold labels? Do you want to
reduce scrap and waste due to improper label placement?
Are you looking for universal-fit equipment that can be
used on multiple machines, providing you with greater
return on your automation investment?
Standard Register Industrial has robotics and automation
solutions to meet your needs.

Maximizing Your Automation Investment

Standard Register Industrial’s 7-Axis Mobile Robot maximizes your investment.

Molders today want accurate label placement, with reduced scrap
or defects caused by incorrect placement. They want reliable
automation with minimal downtime. They need a solution that
provides a positive return on their automation investment.
Standard Register Industrial offers a mobile solution to automation
that fills these needs: our 7-Axis Mobile Robot.
The 7-Axis Mobile Robot is designed to easily move from one
machine to another, enabling you to use one robot on multiple
machines. It features rugged, durable construction for use in
industrial applications. The robot features an expanded reach,
allowing it to be utilized on a wide range of molding
equipment sizes.

Customized tooling allows you to apply labels and pick parts out of the mold with
the same equipment.
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Advanced Tooling for Existing Robotics
Do you have existing robotics and a desire to utilize in-mold
labeling? No problem! Standard Register Industrial’s advanced
tooling is custom-designed to work with your existing robotics
and molding machinery. No off-the-shelf solution can provide the
high-performance our custom-designed end-effectors offer. Our
advanced tooling is designed specifically for your label application.
It reliably places labels on contoured molding surfaces using our
proprietary, evenly dispersing static charging technology.

Technical Support for Robotics and Automation
We offer a complete suite of technical services to support your
robotics and automation needs, including design, programming,
installation and after-sale support.
Standard Register Industrial is your one-stop shop for all your
robotics and automation needs.

Fast, easy programming minimizes down time when transferring from machine to machine.

For more information call
1-800-806-4408 or visit
www.standardregister.com
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